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For a separable process on the unit interval with as. absolutely continuous sample paths a 
kth factorial moment formula i5 found for the number of sample path upcrossings of zero which 
occur at points of density (in a weak sense) of the set where the sample path derivative exceeds 
a fixed va$.re. In the case where the sample path derivative is continuous on the closed unit 
interval th’; moment formula reduces to a simple variation of the Cramer-Leadbetter formula 
for the corresponding kth factorial moment of the number of unconstrained upcrossings. 
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Moment formulas for the number of zero crossings of a separable stochastic 
process have been the subject of a number of researches in both the stationary and 
the non-stationary cases. The prese 
with the assumption of (1) as. abs 
finiteness of the kth factorial m 
factorial moment Formosa is foun 
(in a weak sense) of the set on w eravative xcee 
value. 
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was shown to be unnecessary in [4]. AU these authors used various differentiability 
assumptions which always included a.s. absolute continuity. Leadbetter [7] sholilved 
that neither ncrmality nor stationarity was necessary. Then kth factorial moment 
formulas were Plound by Cramer and Leadbetter [2], Ylvisaker [l3] and Leadbetter 
&I: the last two results being valid without the assumption of either normality or 
stationarity. 
Most lately, itiarcus [9] proved formulas for cross moments of the numbers of 
crossings of any finite number of distinct levels using only a.s. absolute continuity 
and certain cotlditions on the joint density function of values of the process and 
of values of the derivative. Thus, the results of this paper &Ilk be seen to provide 
natural variations of standard zero crossing theorems. 
Specifically, the present paper shows for a separable process with a.s. sample 
path absolute continuity that a well-defined random varia le is represented by the 
number N,’ of upcrossings of zero by a sample path at po ts of density (in a weak 
sensej of the set where the sample path derivative exceeds a fixed positive value 
a, providing one assumes a.s. finitely many zero crossings. 
Moreover, t;his paper provides a formula for the k2h factoria1 moment of 
[N,‘(N;‘--l)*e* (N,’ -k + l)] (Theorem 1) in the form of an integral with 
respect to k-dimensional Lebesgue measure over the product of copies of the unit 
interval, subject to the same dominance conditions as were required in Ylvisaker 
to prove a similar formula for the kth factorial moment of the number of 
unconstrained upcrossings and subject to the finiteness of the latter kth factorial 
moment. 
The corollary to Theorem 1 asserts that the conclusion of Theorem 1 is valid 
for a separable Gaussian process {X(t), 0 s t s 1) with a second-order derivative, 
a.s. absolutely continuous sample paths and the property that the sequence of 
random variables [X(rr), . . . , X(t,,): dX/dt(tr), . . . , dX/dt(tk)l has a nonsingular 
covariance matrix. 
Finally, under a simple modification of the assumptions cf Leadbetter [8] plus 
the overly restrictive assumption of an a.s. continuous sample path derivative, 
N: -l)*+*(N,’ - k + l)] c;an be expressed by a natural modification of the 
a of Cramer -Leadbetter, namely, 
; yj dy, * l * dy, 
e unit interval a 
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2.. lnitions 
Let {X(t), 0 c t s 1) be a separable stochastic process having absolutely 
29 
COI-I- 
tinuous sample paths with probability I and having the property that X(t) has a 
distribution function continuous at zero for each rational t. A crossing of zero by 
a sample path X( 0) is any zero to of X( .) such that in every neighborhood of to 
there exist points tl and t2 for which X(t,)X( t2) < 0. An upcrossing of zero by a 
sample path X( . ) is a zero to such that for some S > 0 X( tl) < 0 < X( tz) whenever 
to - 8 <: tl c to < t2 < to + 6. The function Ni (the number of a-constrained upcrossings 
of X( 0)) is defined to be the number of members of that subset {ta} of the irrational 
upcrossings of X( l ) characterized by the condition that 
linm_szp Pn (a, t,) = 1 (1.1) 
where 
p,(a, t) = 27 7 
I I( 
z(T) > a > 0) n ([2’*t]/2”, ([2”t] + 1)/2” )] , (2.2) 
h is the Lebesgue measure function, dX/dt( .) is the derivative of X( a), [x] is the 
greatest integer function and (c, d) is the open interval having c and d as boundary 
points. (It will be shown in the next section that Nz is actually a T.v.) Moreover, 
for each sample path X( l ), N&q (0 < E <: 1) is defined to be the number of integers 
j(O+52”-1)such that 
and 
X(i/2”)co<X((j_rlb/2”) 
max pi(a, j/2”)> 1-e 
1SiSn 
where 
&(a, j/2")=2'h r 
[ 
and thti intervals are nested, i.e., 
n-ij/2i s [j/;4n-(i+l~-j/ 
and 
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of a point of density of a Lebesgue measurable linear set, in which (2.1) is seen to 
be essentially the defining relation of a paint of density with respect to a normal 
sequence. 
The latter concept is expressible by the following group of definitions. A net is 
defined to x an;y family of intervals (open, half-open or closed) whose union is 
the real line. A normal sequence of nets } is defined to be any sequence of nets 
such that (a) any interval belonging to s a subset of an interval belonging to 
_1 for all n, and (b) the supremum of the length of the intervals belonging to 
tends to zero as n increases without bound. Given a measurable subset E of 
real line and a point p, p efined to be a point of density of E with respect 
to a normal sequence of nets if and only if for every sequence of intervals {I,,} 
each of whose members belong to the family in ( ) with the same index and each 
of whose members contains p as an interior p t the quotient A(&, n E)/h(I,,) 
tends to 1 as n increases Nithout bound. 
Now the derivativs constraint (2.1) imposed on an upcrossing by the definition 
of Iv: wiil be se’en 1:o be a natural generalization of the constraint dX/df(t,) > a 
appropriatle to a continuousiy difkrentiable sample path X( 0). This results from 
two propcrt!ies of the constraint function pa, defined by 
These properties are: (I) the symmetric difference of (7 lp,(~) = 1) and 
dX/dt(?) > a) has h-measure zero, and (2) (r [p,(r) = 1) contains the intersection 
of {T jdX/dt(~) > a} and the Lebesgue set of dX/dt( l ), i.e., 
Now property (1) is verifiable by noting that the derivative of the indefinite 
integral of the indica.tor function Ia of {T IdX/dt(~) > a} exists a.e. and agrees a.e. 
with IO while 
pait) = linyszp 
(J’ 
([2nr]+ 1,/2” 
[2”?]/2* 
I&) d&/2-“. 
or2over, property (2), i.e., (2.6), is valid since, if dX/dt(to) - a > 0 and to belongs 
besgue set of dX,‘dt( l ), the following sequence of inequalities obtains and 
I n ([2”t0]/2”, ([Ytol + 1 B/2” ) 
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In fact, by property (2) of per, the constraint (1.1) causes N,’ to count every 
upcrossing t’ of X( 0) such that dX/dt(t’) > a, dX/dt( l ) is continuous in the integral 
mean at t’ and lim h+O h-‘[X(t’t h) -X(t’)] exists,’ yet, by property (1) of pa, N,’ 
a&nits only upcrossings of X( l ) from {T ]dX/dt(~) s a} which are boundary points 
of (7 1 dX/dt(r) > a} in a strong measure-theoretic sense. 
In summary, we will show that (1) N,’ is a well-defined T.v., (2) the kth factorial 
moment of Ni, E[Ni (Ni - 1) l . l (Ni - k t lj, results from applying obvious 
limiting processes to the kth factorial moment of N&,, and (3) the kth factorial 
moment of NLf,E,,, is an integral over the k-dimensional unit cube. 
It follows from the definition of wa,F,)l that Nz,,,, G Ni for 0 C E < 1 and n 2 1, 
so that; as a consequence, r(N&, )~~(N~)forO<E<l andnH,where n(x)= 
x(x-1+*(x-kkl). 
It is a direct consequence of the definition that Nz,,,, is non-increasing with 
decreasing E for each n. But to prove that N&n is non-decreasing in n with 
increasing n for each E requires two observations. First, X( i/2’*) < 0 c X(( j + 1)/2” j 
implies that either X(2j/2”“) c 0 <X((2j + 1)/2n+1) or V(2j + Q/2”“) < 6) < 
X(2( j + 1)/2”“) since X( l ) a.s. has no rational zeros. Second, if 1/2”+l = 2j/2”” 
or (2j+ 1)/2”+l, then (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) (defining formulas for N&J imply 
that l-E<max l~i~kPi(a, j/2")=max lsjc,,/3~(CZ, 1/2”+1j~maX~,jc,t+l pj(a, l/2”+‘). 
The above two conclusions about Ni,,,,, then also apply to T(Ni,,,n), wit 
result that both iterated limits of ~T(N:,~,,,) must exist. 
To determine the a.s. existence and value of the joint limit limn.-,+a, F_l) N,,,,,, 
one proceeds as follows. Define no(X( l )) by the equation 
nO(X( l )) = rnin 
i 
n 1 ($‘(X”)’ c. min 0 
a#@ 
It -tA * 
XIr,)=x~t,)=o i 
zeros, it can be see 
d inequality I/I ‘[X(t’+h)-. to’)/ 5 h ’ j;“” Id l(u)--d 
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multiples of (f)” and Q(X( a)) is independent of E. Moreover, the number of the set 
(II) of upcrossings of X( - ) for which lim SU~,++~ pn (a, ti) f 1, or, equivalently, for 
which lim.,+,o (ma:ulS,:S. pi(a, t,)) z 1 is a.s. finite by the assumption of an a.s. finite 
number of zero’s for X( l ), so that (4) can be characterized as. as the collection 
made up of every upcrossing t’ of X(e) for which lim,++oo maxISiS, pi(Q, t’)~ 
I- Q(X( l )) < 1. As a result, the set {TV} of all upcrossings of X( l ) for which 
lim sup n++oD PI1 (a, rj) = 1 can be characterized a.s. as the collection made up of every 
crossing 7’ of X( 0) for which lim,,+,(maxrSiSn pi(a, 7’)) > 1 - E~(X( 0)) or (because 
of the finiteness of {rj)) for which maxi,i,, pi(U, 7’)) 1-&0(X(*)) whenever n > 
nl(X( l )) 2 no(X( l 11). Hence, remembering also that Pi(a, 71) = pi&, k/2”) for k/2” < 
a’< I ‘. -t 1)/2” and n > nl(X( 0)) 2 no(X( -)), whenever both E C &0(.X( 0)) and n > 
n t ix ( l )L Ni,F.n is as. the number of the set {la} of all upcrossings of X( 0) for which 
lim sup n++5 ~,,(a, I&) = 1. That is, a.s. the joint limit limn++OC,e+O+ Ni,,,n exists and 
equals N,‘. 
Consequentiy, ilt foilows that the joint limit limn++W,E+O+y g(Ni,,n) exists and 
equals n(Ni ). This conclusion, the existence of the two iterated limits of 7r(Ni,E,n) 
and their equality with the joint limit of n(Ni,,,n ) yield three useful formulas for 
7r(Nn+ ): 
xuv: ) = lim dN&,,, ) = lim ( lim n(N&,,)) )14-+CC F-4+ rl-b+OC F 40’ 
= ,l$r~ ( lim 7r(N,:p.,t )) as. 
t-+0 + 
(3.1) 
Since ;T(N~ ) dominates v(Nz,,,n) and the three preceding formulas 
apply 9 dominate:d convergence shows that lim ?l++oO,P+O * E[v(NZ,,,n )I, 
lim e+o+ (lim, ++00 E[r(Nz.,+n )]) and limn++oo (lim,,o+ E[n(Ni,,,n )]) are separately 
equal to E[v(N~ )] if E[n<N,’ 11 c +W 
= lim ( lim EJ:n(Nz,E,n)])< +m. n-b+cr, F-ah 
(3.2) 
verify a representatilon of 7T(l\;‘i,,,n ) as an integral over the k-dimensional 
unit cube if o’ne uses straightfc:,rward aralogues of the arguments used in [13] to 
5ponding represent ion formula for rr(N,‘). In [13] for each X( *), N,’ 
er of ~~pcrossings 4.A e nth polygonal approxirnant o the sample pah 
corresponding to .X( l ). In fact, if dZ is the product of k copies of the unit interval 
e co c; ue measure function, 
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f a.F.11 (t) = 
2 X((ij - 1)/2”) < 0 <X(ij/2”), max Pl(a, (ij - 1)/2”) > 1 -L‘, j = 1, . . . , k 
lsfsn I 
= whenlever, for all j (1 ~j :S k), (ii - 1)/2” < tj < ii/Z” 
where Iii -i&l forj#m, 
0, otherwise. 
Lemma 1. Let C = {(tl, . . . , tk) 1 (ii - 1)/2” < tj < ijf 2”, j = 1, . . . , k) for some choice 
of il, . . . , ik. Then, for 0 < E < 1, (fa,E,n) f arms a submartingale with respect to the 
sequence of u-algebras (Fn )zc 1 9 where is the a-algebra generated by all sets of 
the form of C. 
roof. From the definition (3.3) of fa,t_,n, the only case to be checked has lij - i,, I> 1. 
Clearly, 
I fa.P,n dh = C 
=P X((ij-l)/2")<OCX(ii/2"), max pi(a, (ii-‘l)/2”)>1 -F, j= 1,. . l , k 
1 5 i - K 
= W nil l ’ ’ unik = 1) Vni, ’ l ’ Vpli,, = 1] 
where Z&i is the indicator of the event {X((i - 1)/2”) < 0 < X(i/2”)} and P/ni is the 
indicator of the event {maxl,i,.pi (a, (j- 1)/2”)> 1 --E}. It can be seen that (a) 
Uni = 1 implies that Un+l,zi-l+ Un+l,Zi = 1 as. and U,1+l,zi-i + U,l+l,2i = 0, and (b) 
V,i = 1 implies Vn+l,2i-l = 1 a.s. and Vn+l,zi = 1 a.s. Conclusion (b) holds because, 
whenever (ii - 1)/2” S (ii - 1)/2”+’ G ij/2”, (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) imply 
max @(a, (ii - 1)/2”) = m’ax Pi(a, (il- I )/2’*+*) l<icn 1 S ji 5s n 
S, Ynax+l pi(a, (ir -- 1)/2’*+‘) < c 
(3.5) 
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where C* denotes, summation over all terms obtained by setting Q = 2ii - 1 or 
~i=2ij,j=l,...,X:.N~~ 
with 
KJ n+l,q ” ’ ’ U,,+I.r,, = 1, K,+l.r, ’ ’ ’ Kl+l,rk = II= I fzwl+l dP (I; 
Cr=((tr,. l l 9 tk)l(rj-1)/2”+1<tj<rj/2n+1, j=l,. l l ? k}. 
Thus, 
z I f a.f.n + 1 dcL cJ*c, 
= I f a..f.n + I dP9 (3.6) c 
since the C/s are pairwise mutually disjoint and since the symmetric difference of 
C and U*C, is a null set. Combining (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) yields 
1 fa,e.n d/d s \ fa,F,n +1 dp- (3.7) 
C C 
Letting n + 1 play the rcle of n in the preceding argument yields an analogue of 
(3.7), namely, 
f 
J0.f.n + 1 dP 5 
I 
fax.n+2 dp for every Cr. (3.8) 
r c-r 
iMoreover, (3.8) shows that 
I f a.p.n+ 1 cfti s fa.a.n+2 dp, c I c (3.9) 
since the C’s are pairwise mutually disjoint a.nd since the symmetric difference 
between C and U*C, is a null set. In addition!, it can be seen that (3.7) and (3.9) 
are true when C is replaced by any member of the o-algebra generated by all 
sets of the form C. Hence, it is clear that one can prove by induction on k the 
fa.r.n (I@ s jsfa.E,n+k dp, all k, where S is any set in the o--algebra 
etcs the proof of the lemma. 
131). Est N’ be the number of qxrossings of X( . ) and let 
ii=--l’r/2”)<O<X(i/l”), j=l,. . , , k}, 
)/a" < ij < ij/2" 
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If, for each CT > 0, f,, s g, on A, = {( tl, . . . , fk) i 1 ti - t,il a cr, i # j) with g, integrable on 
A,, then f,, + f a.e. and E[rr(W”)] = In f dp. 
Proof. See Ylvisaker [ 131. 
Lemma% If,fOreach(T)O,f~,,,,dg,onA,={!tl,...,fk))Iti-til~~,ifj}wirhg~ 
integrable on A, then fn,a,n + f& a.e. and, if N& = lim,++W N&,n, 
EMN:,, )I = fa.e dcL. 
Proof. As shown before r(N&J (thus, in particular, N&J is non-decreas- 
ing with increasing lt fer each &. Also, as a consequence, monotone conver- 
gence can be used to show limn_,+oo E[7r(N~,p,,)] = E[lim,,++, T(N~,,,,~ j] = 
E[?r(lim,..++m N&,n >I = E[&Vi,, >I. 
These properties, together with Lemma 1, permit us to prove this representation 
theorem in a manner identical to that of Ylvisaker’s proof of the represixtation 
theorem for E[r(N’)] (Lemma 2) given in [13], N’ being the number of upcross- 
ings. In fact, it is only necessary to substitute Ni,,,, for N,‘, fa,p,n for f,, and N,’ for 
N” in YIvisaker’s proof of the latter theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let N be a.s. finite and let E[n(N+)] be finite. For every u >O, let 
fn s g, on A, = {( tl, . . . , tk) I Iti - tilt, u, i # j} with g, integrable art A,,. Then the 
iterated limit fa = limE,o+ (lim,I++co fa,s,n) exists ax. and 
E[n(N,+ )] = 1 fa dp < + 00. 
R 
roof. By (3.1) one has 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
As shown before ?r(NL,,,,) and, in particlJar, N&,,, are non-decreasing wit 
increasing n for each E. Thus, monotone corwergence 
ince fn,P.n s fn s g, 
app 
E[rr( lim 
n++oL 
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Thus, combining (Iikl 1)5 (3.1.2) and (3.13) yields 
(3.14) 
Since 0 s f&.,1 25 fn ; qd Lemma 2 h,l’)lds, lim,t_++co fn exists and dominates 
lim ,E++-Q3 frl. In add.ition, by Lemma 2 and the assumption that E[w(N’)] is finite, 
lim f is integrable. Finally, because .’ v1-,+dD n 11 c2.fz.n is non-increasing with decreasing e, 
lim F-d~~mn4+~ffil.F.n) exists a.e. As a r-c sult of the conclusions, the dominated 
convergence theorem can be applied to show that 
(3.15) 
If fa = lim, -ro+ (Ihm n_,+co f e&, (3.14) and (3.15) together yield conclusion (3.10) 
of Theorem I. This completes the proof since the existence of lim.+o+ (limn-s+LQ fa,E,,J 
was shown in the course of deriving (3.15 1 above. 
is as. finite and E[TT(N’)] < +OO, 
1) and {dX/dt(r), 0~: r G 1) are second-order Gaussian pro - 
cesws, 
w for h, . l , fk distinct the sequence of random variables X([2”t1]/2”), . . . , 
2”(x( ([2”tl] + 1)/z”) -x([ 2”t,]/2”)}, . . . , 2”(x(([2”tk] + 1)/z”) - 
has a non-singular covarian ce matrix C, for all n large enough, det(&) 
nded a tva y from zero ( Cram&-Leadbetter regularity condition ). 
Theu the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds. 
Prooi. As shown in Ylvisaker [ 131 assumptions (b) and (c) permit the conch- 
sion that for every u >O there exists a g, 
> cp, i # j} and is Integrable on 
(a), all assumptions of Theorem 1 are satkfied. 
which dominates fn on A, = 
A,. Thus, in view of assumption 
can nurr,ber ol crossings of a level by a stationary Gaussian process, 
ter of crossings of a level by a stationary 
n number of curve crossings by nonstationary normal 
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